The paper investigates the possibility and spread of creative accounting (CA) related practices in the emerging financial system based on Islamic ideology and economics principles. Analytical methodology has been adopted in order to answer the research questions with a view to improving clarity of concepts. At the doctrinal level, there is little likelihood for practices associated with creative accounting as Islamic finance forbids use of misleading information in business transactions. At the operational level, however, factors like adoption of conventional accounting standards, use of income smoothing practices, and the flexibility in subjective interpretation of scripture based laws (Sharia) open up possibilities for the new financial system to be permeated by creative accounting practices. Islamic finance can be plagued by the pernicious effects of CA practices, therefore, any complacency on the part of advocates of Islamic finance can be misplaced. If practices like creative accounting continue to prevail in Islamic financial system, it will negatively affect the image of Islamic finance as an ethical, just, equitable and fair system. The authors have made a contribution by drawing attention of the research community to the neglected but important issue of creative accounting by critically analysing it and arraying the doctrinal view against the operational view.
Introduction
Creative accounting (CA hereafter) attracted considerable attention from authors and researchers in the accounting profession as a noticeable issue within the framework of business ethics (Jones, 2011; Uysal, 2010) . The high profile cases such as Enron and WorldCom received wide media coverage and further stoked up interest of analysts and researchers in business ethics, in general, and CA, in particular. At times calls are made to remedy the greed driven capitalist model of accounting with a more ethical basis of accounting (Mainelli, 2012; Kamla, 2009) . Of late, Islamic finance (IF hereafter) has presented itself as a new model of finance which claims to be not based on greed but on pursuance of social justice, holism, knowledge development and ethical objectives (Kamla, 2009) . In this paper, we review the IF model using the creative accounting issue as an analytical lens in order to find the degree to which IF can remedy the unethical tendencies that are associated with CA practices. The paper comprises five sections. After this introduction, in section 2 we carry out a review of the literature on CA. In section 3, research methodology has been provided and in section 4 we discuss the role of accounting and accountants in Islam. In section 5, we critically examine the IF model and investigate the possibilities of IF model remedying the detrimental effects of CA. In section 6, we sum up our analysis and draw final conclusions. no specific definition. More generally, this usually refers to the tools and techniques that companies use to transform financial statements figures from what they are objectively reported to what they desire them to be by taking advantage of flexibility and loopholes in the existing rules and standards (Naser, 1993; Breton & Taffler, 1995; Mulford & Comiskey, 2002; De La Torreo, 2009; Jones, 2011; Popescu & Nisulescu, 2013; Yaday, 2014) . Creativity in accounting is generally considered a healthy notion as it makes the discipline proactive and responsive to developments in the environment in which it operates (Tweedie & Whittington, 1990) . The term, however, has largely been associated with deceitful motives and it has been contended that its continuous used might put in danger the integrity and usefulness of accounting profession (Samuel et al., 1989) .
Contrary to outright fraud or other illegal activities, CA operates on the margins of legality and it is not per se against the letter of the law. It is, however, against the spirit of the law. The same debate currently prevails around concepts of tax avoidance and tax evasion. The CA slides and slithers through the areas where standards allow alternative treatment and/or use of judgement (see for example, Griffith, 1995; Barreveld, 2002; Yaday, 2014) . To put it differently, it is not so much the actual use of CA but rather the motives behind it that decides whether any particular instance of CA is being used in a positive or a negative manner, especially if it indeed violates the spirit of the law, no matter even if it complies with the letter of the law. The CA does become unacceptable (even illegal) when it is employed with expressed intention of conveying false and misleading financial statement information to those who intend to use them for economic decision making (Gowthorpe & Blake, 1998; Mulford & Comiskey, 2002; Schilit, 2002 , De La Torreo, 2009 ). The sophistication of capital markets combined with that of corporate financial management has encouraged some CA activities that have been flagged as clearly unacceptable (Tweedie & Whittington, 1990; Crumbley & Apostolou, 2003; Jones, 2011; Popescu & Nisulescu, 2013) . The recent scandals in financial institutions have led many to assert that use of CA is linked to bad governance (Spellman, 2012) .
While there is an increasing evidence to indicate that CA not only exists, but is rapidly increasing (Alexander & Archer, 2003; Jones, 2011; Yaday, 2014) , its potential use of misleading the users of accounting information is a contentiously worrisome issue. For example, due to CA practices, the economic decisions based on misleading information may result in inefficient allocation of scarce resources not merely on a particular investment scale, but on national and international scales. This inefficient allocation of economic resources, if allowed to become widespread, may eventually impede economic growth and economic development in general (see for example, Alexander & Archer, 2003) .
Research Methodology
This is a conceptual paper that investigates some of the key assumptions and principles of IF with regards to the issue of CA. The following research question motivate and guide this paper:
"To what extent can IF be adversely affected by the practices which are commonly associated with CA?"
In order to answer the research question, the analytical methodology route (Wilson, 1969; Norreklit, 2000) is adopted which helps in improving clarity of concepts by revisiting old concepts with fresh insights. The paper endeavours to contribute to our understanding of core concepts of IF by considering the analytical question at both doctrinal and operational levels. For the doctrinal perspective, reliance was based on the verses of the Holy Quran, Islamic jurisprudence based views and official publications of the Islamic financial institutions (IFIs) establishment such as central banks of the countries that promote IF (e.g Malaysia, Pakistan). For operational perspective, the news items that have appeared in the last five years about actual working of Islamic Financial Institutions were investigated besides benefitting from views expressed by various sceptics of IF in academic publications and online available mainstream discussions.
Revisiting the issue in IF by using CA as an analytical lens is interesting because IF not only projects itself as an ethical financial system (Blackaby, 2008) but has also shown significant growth in the last few decades. To what extent do the doctrinal beliefs overlap with the operational level realities is a question which when answered can also help in making a contribution to the debate over sustainability of the IF in terms of long term growth and expansion.
Given next is a summary of the basic principles and architecture of IF model which then will be extended to the analysis of the role of CA. (Malik et al., 2010) .
Accounting and Accountants in the Islamic Financial Model
In recent years, the demand for developments in the field of accounting to cater to the needs of this emerging financial system has been surging. It emerges that the existing accounting systems and standards are largely based on Anglo-American thoughts and are unfit for reporting purposes of Islamic financial and business organisations. The Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) is a body charged with the responsibility of developing Sharia compliant accounting standards for Islamic institutions. However, it is pertinent to note that most Islamic institutions are using IFRS as well as local standards based on conventional wisdom and philosophy.
Underlying Principles
Islamic religious law, known as Sharia, provides comprehensive and unquestionable guidance on all aspects of lives (Monger & Rawashdeh, 2008) and IF rests on one of the general principles of Islamic religious beliefs, that economic activity should enhance social welfare (Hesse et al., 2008) . Sharia is an Arabic word meaning 'the path to be followed'. It is a fundamental belief of all Muslims that Sharia is the path shown by Almighty Allah through His messenger, the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Quran, the holy book of Muslims dictates:
'We made for you a law, so follow it, and not the fancies of those who have no knowledge. ' (65:18) Islamic Law operates by exception, meaning that all is permitted unless expressly prohibited (Monger & Rawashdeh, 2008) . Islamic finance must therefore operate within the following five tenets that also serve to distinguish it from the conventional financial system. First and foremost is the prohibition of interest, second is the matching of risk and reward through profit and loss sharing techniques, third is the requirement that money is not made from money, fourth is the non-involvement of uncertainty and speculation in transactions and fifth is the prohibition of certain practices, such a commerce involving alcohol and gambling (Khan & Bhatti, 2008) .
The IF contracts are, therefore, asset-based transactions that comply with Sharia law, meaning that the relationships between financiers and borrowers are governed not through gains associated with the time value of money (interest) but by shared business risk and rewards from investment in lawful (Halal) activities (Hesse et al., 2008) . Therefore instead of conventional banks' use of loans and other interest based products Islamic banks use profit-and-loss sharing arrangements, purchase and resale of goods and services, and the provision of services for fees (Kettell, 2010) .
Given next is a summary (Table 1 ) of the sources of Sharia which also define and govern IF principles upon which IF commercial products and policies are based. It will be a helpful reference when the analysis is extended to CA. (For a fuller discussion on sources of Islamic jurisprudence see Hasan, 2004) . 
Accounting and Accountants in Islam
Accountability with accounting is one of the foundational principles of Islamic ideology. Falah, a comprehensive concept of explaining the purpose of a human life, guides the notion of accountability. Falah refers to success in this world as well as the one hereafter, the more permanent one (Yaya, 2004) . The acts of humans in this world are being justly and accurately recorded by Allah and this accounting result will determine their fate on the Day of Judgement. The Muslims have absolute faith in the happening of Day of Judgement and balancing of good and bad deeds during their worldly life to determine whether they will go to hell or indeed heaven. The Quran clearly states:
"Allah takes careful account of all things". (Al Nisa 4:86)
The same is ordered for those entrusted for accounting roles in the society. The Quran orders:
"And give full measure when you measure, and weigh with a balance that is straight. That is good (advantageous) and better in the end". (Al-Isra' 17:35)
And Quran further stresses:
"Give full measure, and cause no loss (to others)". In another verse, Quran says woe to those who measure unjustly and engage in fraud; they measure justly when they have to receive but measure unjustly when they to pay to others (Al-Mutaffifin, 83:1-3). This is the reason that accountants have always had a significant position in Islamic society. The earlier history of renaissance of Islam suggests that the most powerful position was held by accountants under various titles e.g. Katib al-Mal, Al-Katib; Muhasib, Muhtasib (see Abdul-Ghani et al., 2012) . Ameer (2007) suggests that the definition of Islamic accounting is similar to that of conventional accounting, however, in doing so the accountants follow Sharia principles and keep Falah at the centre of their activities. The socio-economic objective at the heart of Islamic accounting is also a distinguishing feature. Hameed (2009) unlawful) . Third, Amanah (trustworthiness), a highly essential quality to act as a deputy of Allah on earth. The accountant must therefore be trustworthy and should follow superior ethics code as a trustee of stakeholders. Fourth, Itqan and Diqqah (perfection and precision), an Islamic accountant must be perfect and precise to ensure justice as ordered by Quran (Al-Anbiya, 21:47). Fifth, the accountant must be equipped with the necessary qualification, experience, skills and expertise do his/her job efficiently and effectively as Islam lays emphasis on meritocracy and abhors nepotism.
Islamic Finance and Creative Accounting -Critical Discussion
The IF model can be examined through the lens of CA at two levels; doctrinal and operational. We first carry our examination at the doctrinal level and then extend the analysis to the operational level to identify discrepancies and gaps if any.
The doctrinal level analysis is based upon the premise that in the Islamic set of core beliefs there is no division between the temporal and divine. Quran very clearly states that:
"Then when the prayer is finished, you may disperse through the land, and seek the Bounty of Allah (by working, etc.) , and remember Allah much, that you may be successful." (Quran 62:10) For Muslims Quran and Sunnah provide a complete code of life and hence socioeconomic spheres of their lives also need to be governed by the teachings of sharia which are sourced from Quran and Sunnah. No form of Islamic finance can therefore deviate from this rule as it will then be considered Haram (forbidden) under sharia.
Creativity in Islam can be seen in two different ways. In its positive connotation, Ijma or Qiyas (Table 1) can be cited as an example of critical and creative thinking as it aims at answering questions which are not well covered in the primary sources of sharia. This has helped Islamic jurisprudence to respond well to the issues of a complex modern society. The IF is also a product of this form of creative thinking. In its second way creativity is considered detrimental to the very fabric of the Muslim polity as it clashes with the core fundamentals of faith.
Such a form of negative creativity is known as bid'ah and is discouraged as Muslims believe that Quran, being the word of God, cannot be modified. Quran says:
"Indeed, it is We who sent down the Qur'an and indeed, We will be its guardian. (Quran 15:9)."
So it can be argued that while creativity with a positive intent is not discouraged, negative creativity that intends to go against the basic tenets of the religion and potentially corrupt its fundamentals has no place in any system that draws its inspiration from Islam. As a part of regulatory requirements all IF products, offered by Islamic as well as conventional banks, therefore, must be certified as Halal (permissible according to Sharia Law) by an approved Islamic Scholar or Islamic Organization.
We now turn our focus upon the notion and practice of CA in the framework of IF at the doctrinal level. As already stated in section 3, CA is widely seen as a negative activity undertaken with a malicious intent to defraud, cheat, deceive, steal and misrepresent (Naser, 1993; Smith, 1996; Jones, 2011 In Islamic code of ethics an action is only justifiable if it is done in good faith. Intent, therefore, is of paramount importance in Islamic finance.
"The reward of deeds depends upon the intentions and every person will get the reward according to what he has intended." (Sahih al-Bukhari, 1:1)
This means that if in financial transactions the intention of a doer is of deceit then even a seemingly legitimate action will become a sinful act. Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) himself was associated with trade and commerce as his first wife Khadijah was a businesswoman who had hired the services of Prophet Mohammad to look after business matters. Trade and ethical behaviour therefore finds an important place in Prophet's teachings. While encouraging greater participation in trade related activities, Muslims have been exhorted to conduct themselves in a fair and transparent way.
As IF is based on ethical considerations, honesty in all transactions is firmly encouraged. Honesty encourages truthfulness which can be incorporated in both personal and business matters. Traders are therefore required to highlight all features of a product or service and it is preferred to reveal any deficiencies in the product before attempting to influence the potential buyers. Fairness and justice are the essence of godliness according to Quran:
O ye who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses to Allah, even as against yourselves, or your parents, or your kin, and whether it be (against) rich or poor: for Allah can best protect both. Follow not the lusts (of your hearts), lest ye swerve, and if ye distort (justice) or decline to do justice, verily Allah is well-acquainted with all that ye do. (Quran 4:135)
In another verse, Quran says:
O my people! Give full measure and full weight in justice, and wrong not people in respect of their goods. (Quran 11:85)
CA in contrast is about hiding the reality by presenting wrong and misleading information on business health and financial affairs (Griffith, 1995; Smith, 1996) . CA practices thrive in a business market dominated by products and services marked by uncertainty and ambiguity. The financial innovations in the form of derivatives and other financial products are based on speculations or promises as no real assets might be backing them up. This synthetic activity gradually results in a financial bubble that is in danger of bursting at any time and hence endangering the whole market economy. The examples of Enron scam and the financial crisis of 2008 are highly pertinent here.
The recent financial crisis, to a great extent, can be related to financially engineered products. The importance of trust in business transactions cannot be overemphasised. In IF, trust finds a central place in the scheme of things as there are numerous sayings of Prophet that stress upon trustworthiness as a basic ingredient of a Muslim's religious faith.
"The trustworthy, honest Muslim merchant will be with the martyrs on the Day of Resurrection." (Sunan Ibn Majah Chapter 14, No 2139)
Prophet Muhammad further stresses that if someone dies in the state of dishonesty and distrust he is not from amongst us (Sahi al-Bukhari 50:832).This means that Muslims must practice honesty and trust in their everyday dealings including business transactions. Therefore, practices like CA that are against the principles of honesty and trust cannot be resorted to if the managers of an organization claim to be adhering to Sharia principles.
We are mindful of the fact that holy books of all faith followers make ethical considerations binding upon their believers. The mainstream finance however is secular in nature and makes no explicit or implicit references to any beliefs system. The IF model, on the other hand, markets its alternative financial system status solely on the basis of its claim of explicit adherence to the core principles of Islam. At the doctrinal level, as the review of the core teachings of Islam suggests, it can, therefore, be concluded that CA will not find currency in the organisations that claim to be working along IF principles. How the same question can be answered from operational level perspective? We examine this next.
There is not much reported research in the mainstream academic literature about CA in the IF industry. Some studies have, however, reported that income smoothing related practices are commonplace. For instance, Farook et al. (2012) after examining a sample of 66 Islamic banks from 12 Islamic countries report widespread use of income smoothing amongst Islamic banks. The authors find that factors such as religiosity, financial development, asset composition, and existence of discretionary reserves are positively related with profit distributions management of Islamic banks. Income smoothing was found to be negatively related with factors such as market familiarity with Islamic banking, market concentration, depositor funding reliance and the age of the Islamic bank. Some earlier studies also report use of earnings management in IFIs (e.g. Taktak et al., 2010; Ismail & Lay, 2002) . Arguably the unique scripture based financial system needs to employ earnings management at a greater scale as IFIs have to deal with risk sharing between investors and are thus under greater pressure to set up profit equalization and investment risk reserves to absorb any future losses (Taktak et al., 2010) . A common practice is the use of a Profit Equalisation Reserve (PER) to hold back profits in good times and give more to depositors in less profitable years (PWC, 2010) . However, such a reserve is bound to create many accounting treatment difficulties.
How transactions are to be reported for the purpose of control and accountability is an intensely debated issue in the IF (Hameed, 2000; Abul-Ghani et al., 2012) . The Bahrain based AAOIFI is the regulating body to cater to the accounting needs of the IFIs. The AAOIFI has been trying to prescribe rules, requirements and restrictions that are compliant with Sharia in addition to satisfying accounting needs of IFIs. It is interesting to note that almost all countries which claim to be the hubs of Islamic finance have fully or partially adopted conventional finance based GAAP or IFRS (Amin, 2012) . This is notwithstanding the fact that the flexibility in the accounting standards is often blamed as a major determinant of CA practices in the mainstream financial institutions (Baker & Hayes, 2004) . This resulted in a raging debate about 'substance over form' as various accounting standards setting bodies grappled with the slippery concept (Baker & Hayes, 2004; Rutherford, 1985) . There is a rising chorus which blames CA for many high profile corporate scams in the recent years. For instance, reviewing the case of Enron scam, Baker and Hayes (2004) argue that had the concept of substance over form been applied at Enron investors and creditors would have been saved from the adverse consequence of one of the largest corporate bankruptcies in US history.
While big accounting firms (e.g PWC, 2010; ACCA, 2010) do not see any problem in adoption of IFRS as the accounting framework by IFIs many authors have expressed their concern over this universal trend in the Muslim countries (e.g Haniffa & Hudaib, 2010) as they contend that this would create opportunities for CA practices in the IF as well. Maurer (2010) revisits the debate over permissibility of sukuk financing and after examining the role of standard-setting bodies and rating agencies concludes that the financial markets promoted by neoliberal reforms pose an additional risk of blurring the differences between IF products and their conventional counterparts.
CA practices also make inroads through the secondary source of Sharia Law which depends on subjective interpretations of Muslim scholars belonging to various schools of thought. One example of this tendency is what is popularly known as 'fatwa shopping'. There are critics (e.g. Wilson, 1999; Ahmad et al., 2010) who suggest that IFIs engage in window dressing and CA activities in order to present a newly designed product as Islamic when in reality it is a case of old wine in a new bottle. The critics allege that the designers of the new product shop around to obtain a 'fatwa', i.e. Islamic ruling so that necessary certification of sharia compliance is obtained for the product and thereby gain legitimacy among the potential buyers. Acobar (2010) refers to a study by a consultant for the fund industry which found that the top 10 scholars held about 46 percent of all available positions in the Gulf Arab region (Ünal, 2011) . The same study reported that internationally, excluding the Gulf, the top 10 scholars -out of 70 active outside the region -held 58 percent of board positions. Foster (2009) While the use of earnings management techniques can be attributed to the peculiar nature of IFIs there are cases of accounting scams which have surfaced in countries where one expects strict implementation of IF core principles. Stories of a Saudi telecom company made headlines recently when it was revealed that about $380m in previous profits had been misreported (Kerr, 2014) . Some commentators of IF (e.g. Gulf Business, 2013) suggest that the IF industry would be rocked by Enron kind of incidents on account of poor risk-management and underdeveloped corporate governance culture.
Conclusions
IF stands out as a unique model among the alternative financial and accounting systems. It claims to be designed on ethical considerations which are drawn from the teachings of Quran and Holy Prophet. If this doctrinal lens is used to consider the possibility of CA flourishing in IF we can conclude that the answer is in the negative. This will have far reaching social implications as this will impede the society's view of IF as an ethical, equitable, fair and trustworthy system to conduct financial matters. The IF establishment endorses this principle time and again as is evident from the ruling given by the Sharia Advisory Council (SAC) of the central Bank of Malaysia in its publication on Islamic Finance where it considered the issue of 'substance over form':
".. in principle, "substance" and "form" are equally important and highly taken into consideration by the Shariah. In this regard, the Shariah emphasises that "substance" and "form" must be consistent and shall not contradict one another. In the event of inconsistency between "substance" and "form" due to certain factors, the Shariah places greater importance on "substance" rather than "form"". (Bank Negara, 2010) The ruling refers to one of the most important legal maxims of Islamic jurisprudence that matters are determined according to intentions of the doer. (Al-Zarqa, 1989, p. 47; Al-Nadwi, 2000, p. 550) Instead of this deductive reasoning at the doctrinal level if we turn our attention to the operational and empirical side of the question we find three main factors that open the doors of the IF industry to the CA practices. One, most IFIs around the world, with the exception of Iran, have fully or partially adopted conventional accounting standards as well as new International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs). The flexibility in these accounting standards adopted by IFIs provide an opportunity for CA to gain ground as accountants and legal experts are good at manufacturing reality (Hines, 1988) . El-Gamal, (2004) , a known critic of IF products, questions the basic business model of IF contending that it is based on regulatory arbitrage where lawyers, bankers and jurists join hands to provide re-engineered versions of mainstream financial products by capitalising upon religious sentiments of the buyers. He mentions that as competition increases the need for reengineering becomes stronger to remain profitable in a small market. The fact that Muslim world is politically divided into various camps following different versions of Islamic theology makes it less likely that AAOIFI standards can be universally accepted. This is confirmed by Nor et al. (2015) who report after interviewing preparers of financial accounts of IFIs in Malaysia that differences in schools of Islamic jurisprudence did not permit adoption of AAOIFI standards in the country. Two, there is also a common criticism that IFIs are weakly administered and managed (Malik et al., 2011) . Three, profit making is a rational activity and managers in IFIs are under pressure to deal successfully with investment risks and survive in a competitive market. Working within the constraints of IF, they, therefore, utilise all options to do profit maximisation which get manifested in practices like fatwa shopping and CA techniques. It has been claimed by critics and sceptics of IF that products like Tawarruq (that are generally
